
DOLCINA PRO
 Extra easy, 

super versatile
 



Dragees
 

Cakes
 

Marshmallow
 

Chocolate
 

Macarons

Cookies
 



Handy and versatile, Dolcina Pro is
a food printer for small and
medium-size pastry shops,
specifically developed for the
decoration of products with no
weight limits, up to a height of 13,5
cm: from jelly cakes, from macarons
to marshmallows, from white
chocolate to cookies and much
more.
Dolcina Pro is suitable for small
pastry shops as well as for more
important production needs.

For the
pastry world



Affordable prints
 

Easy-to-use
 

Automatic height regulation
 

Direct printing on
the support

 

Possibility of printing different images and
shapes at the same time

 



EXTREME EASE OF
USE
In a few minutes time Dolcina Pro can perform full-
size prints without any intervention of the operator to
adjust the height of the printing head, without waste
of ink, therefore making accurate prints possible with
less efforts, less waste and more savings.



IMAGE VERSATILITY
Possibility of printing different shapes and images with
extreme accuracy, both on wide surfaces, like cakes,
and on small surfaces such as biscuits, macarons and
pralines. Excellent print definition.



AUTOMATICALLY
ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT
The automatic height sensor ensures that the nozzles
are always placed at the ideal distance in order to
realize high definition prints without waste of ink.



DIRECT PRINTING
ON THE SUPPORT
High print resolution and the possibility of obtaining
graphics of high fidelity to the original artwork even on
soft surfaces such as gelatines, creams, icing sugar and
much more.



QUALITY AND
RELIABILITY
The best quality of raw materials, together with a
strong propensity for technology, have made it
possible to equip Dolcina Pro with capabilities that
are unique on the market, in addition to being able
to boast the made in Italy quality.



EXTRA EASY, SUPER VERSATILE
Possibility of using AZO, AZO-FREE, ME and FDA inks.
Suitable inks: 100 ml / 500 ml / Cleaning
Inks: Cyan – Magenta – Yellow – Black



We create the machine 
for your masterpieces

 

www.lesepidado.it
+39 051 19987962

info@lesepidado.it
 

We can meet ANY EDIBLE PRINTING REQUIREMENT, from
DIRECT printing on the product to printing on EDIBLE

SHEETS in small and large size, up to ADJUSTABLE
printing systems with the creation of CUSTOMIZED

SOLUTIONS based on your production line.
 

tel:+3905119987962

